
Flood governance practice: 

  
 
WHAT IS THIS CASE ABOUT? 

It is a long-term Scottish government study of the effect of Natural Flood Management (NFM) techniques on 
reducing flood risk and improving river habitats. The project takes a science and stakeholder-led approach to flood-
risk governance and delivery in order to explore how changes in land management and river-channel structure 
might reduce flood risk for downstream communities. The key and novel features are the local governance and 
participative approach to reducing flood risk, along with a detailed empirical study of the impact and effectiveness 
of NFM and other habitat improvements. A series of practical works have been undertaken throughout the 
catchment as part of an overall plan to restore the river and valley. These practical works are being closely 
monitored, through a detailed network of hydrological, ecological and socio-economic measures and models. 

WHO DOES WHAT IN FLOOD GOVERNANCE? 
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             NGOs 
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Source: Information provided by the University of Dundee – UNESCO-IHP Centre for Water Law, Science and Policy in the framework of the OECD 
project “Flood Governance: A Shared Responsibility” (November 2016).  

KEY CHALLENGES BASED ON THE OECD PRINCIPLES ON WATER GOVERNANCE  

 

 
The main challenges for managing floods are Principles 3 and 
5. Limited cross-sectoral co-ordination in the past resulted in 
policy incoherence in land and water management, although 
this is improving. There is still a lack of long-term empirical 
data on floods and the effectiveness of NFM measures, as 
well as of social, behavioural and economic data, which is 
vital for assessing and improving flood policy. Other 
obstacles include the absence of a comprehensive cost-
benefit analysis that includes values and multiple ecosystem 
services.  
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► Scale: River basin 
► Thematic focus: National research project  

 
 

 



Note: The information in this profile was submitted by the practice promoter to the OECD Water Governance Initiative. Any bias or errors in the original 
data or text are the sole responsibility of the practice provider. The practice is published at face value and should under no circumstances be considered 
as vetting, assessment or certification by the OECD. 

AREAS SUBJECT TO REGULATION 
 Areas subject to flood risk  
 Flood-risk management plans 
 Flood-risk management objectives 
 Flood-risk management measures 
 Operation of flood-protection measures 
 Technical characteristics 
 Conditions to implement measures 
 Stakeholders’ roles and missions 
 Funding arrangements 
 Projects increasing flood risk 
 Projects increasing  environmental risk 
 X     Public information and consultation measures 
 X     Interface between water and other areas 

 
 

MECHANISMS TO ADDRESS TRADE-OFFS 
 

 
            Mechanisms in place and not in place 
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REPORTING AND ACCOUNTABILITY MECHANISMS 

MECHANISMS FOR ACCOUNTABILITY 

                                                                 
   Freedom               Conflicts         Financial disclosure        Immunity 
of information      of interest      of income, assets              provisions 
                                                               and interests 
       YES                       YES                           YES                              NO 

REPORTING MECHANISMS 

 Review of flood-risk management plans 

 Review of previous flood events 

 Strategic meetings 

 X     Online reporting platforms 

DATA AND INFORMATION COLLECTED 

 Descriptions of past floods  
 Potential adverse consequences of future floods 
 Potentially affected protected areas 
 Environmental needs 
 Land uses 
 Scenarios of flood probability 
 Vulnerable infrastructure and populations 
 Maps of the river basins 
 Flood-conveyance routes 
 Other significant sources of pollution 
 Sources of finance 

               X     Areas where floods with a high content of      
transported sediment and debris can occur 

               X     Navigation 
               X     Infrastructure 
               X     Institutions 
               X     Installations which might cause accidental pollution in      

case of flooding 
            

               

TYPES OF CAPACITIES IN PLACE 

                                                     
           Governmental  Technical      Financial     Human   Infrastructural  Multi-lateral 
                     YES                  YES               YES             YES             YES                    NO 

 

FLOOD MANAGEMENT AND LINKAGES WITH 
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS 
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